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On account of symmetry breaking， organic monolayers at the air-water interface show various 
phases depending on the occupied molecular area. Paying attention to the dielectric polariza-
tion phenomena of monolayers， we have been establishing the novel experimental system， which 
enables us to probe spontaneous polarization， linear and non-linear polarization at the same 
time. The developed system is a Maxwell displacement current (MDC) and optical second 
harmonic generation (SHG) detecting instrument that is coupled with a Brewster組 gle凶 crcト
scope(BAM) [1， 2， 3].On the basis of experimental results， we have been analyzing the physical 
properties of monolayers出 asoft material， keeping in mind that monolayers possess both liquid 
crystalline and lattice properties. We will show some of our experiments on liquid crystalline 
monolayers， and discuss how polarization change is analyzed taking into account the structure 
change of monolayers in terms of orietational order parameters defined using Legendre polynか
mials， depending on the monolayer働coveringarea. Further from the theoretical side， we show 
how organic monolayer is treated as a twかdimensionalsystem. The dipolar energy of a solid 
monolayer domain surrounded by fiuid phase at air町waterinterface is derived approximately as 
a sum of an additionally negative line tension and a curvature elastic energy at the boundary. 
Variation of the domain energy yields an equilibrium domain shape equation [4]. The obvious 
solutions of the domain shape equation clearly predict circle， torus， D-form， S-form， and serpen-




Gibbs free energy between the solid and fluid phases and the totalline tension. The agreement 
with the BAM observation is shown for Lipid membrane monolayers. 
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